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billion. Additionally, its chemical distribution characteristic means that all bacteria anywhere in the
entire system will be lethally exposed and eliminated. This, unlike UV light treatment, would
include any bacteria hiding in silt deposits throughout the system. One of the biggest interior
surface problems is the accumulation of bio-slime coating the heat exchange pipes. This condition
then promotes scaling and corrosion behind the bio-slime wall. IMS1000TM will remove the slime,
prevent its reforming and then dissolve what scaling that has accumulated.	
  
Corrosion: Nothing can completely stop corrosion, so the objective is to slow it down. We are
confident our non-oxidizing formula can achieve this like no other single additive as it reduces or
eliminates nearly all contributing factors associated with this problem.	
  
pH Control: The formula should also help control pH levels and perhaps make higher pH levels
more tolerable due to the mineral ionization capability. We also believe that by adding our ionizing
solution without the active copper we may be able keep pH balances in the ‘safe’ range for much
longer periods of time. If proven to be the case, this could substantially reduce the number tower
water “blown-downs” required for maintaining pH balance, saving large quantities potable water. 	
  
Conclusion: We project that IMS1000TM will be proven to: 	
  
1.
Be more efficient and longer lasting than all other chemical biocides and UVL systems 	
  
2.
Remove old scale and prevent new from forming, eliminating the need for anti-scaling
chemical 	
  
3.
Eliminate or greatly reduce the need for both anti-corrosion formulas and pH stabilizers
combined. 	
  
The chemical is environmentally friendly and safe to handle with no atmospheric dissipation,
unlike current caustic, corrosive and air polluting halogen biocides. It will work equally well in
closed and open loop systems. In fact, its use in closed loop systems will be of particular interest
based on the formula’s active copper ingredient’s ability to remain suspended evenly throughout
the system and active for an indefinite period of time. 	
  

“Environmentally Safe, Pure Protection for Water, Crops and Food”

